Geography Questions
(Note : Please Follow Map based , Diagram based questions and map pointing as
practiced in class.)

1.

What is Human Geography? What are the approaches to study Human
Geography?

2.

What is the main concept behind ‘Stop & Go’ Determinism?

3.

Differentiate between Possible& Determinism?

4.

“After the Second World War there was tendency towards discussing solutions
to human problems and challenges in Human Geography” Comment on this
statement.

5.

What do you mean by Post Modernism in Geography?

6.

When Quantitative revolution was started in human Geography? What is it?

7.

How Geography is related to other sub fields?

8.

Define Density of Population? What Geographical factors influence the
distribution of population?

9.

Explain in short the basic concepts behind Natural Growth and Actual Growth
of Population.

10.

What do you mean by Positive and Negative growth of Population.

11.

What are the three components of Population Change? What are the push –
pull factors of Migration.

12.

How Science and Technology helped in population growth?

13.

Explain how change in economy of a country is the cause for population
change. (Demographic Transmission Theory)?

14.

How Sex Ratio is calculated in India? Why sex ratio is unfavorable for
women?

15.

“Ageing Population” is a new phenomenon of the twentieth country. Explain
its pros & cons. (Merits & Demerits).

16.

Define Literacy as counted in India?

17.

Classify the economy into its occupational structure.

18.

Differentiate between (a)Growth & Development (b) Equity & Sustainability

19.

What are the main components of Human Development (Four pillars of
Human Development)?

20.

Define Transhumance?

21.

Why do you think number of pastoral nomads are decreasing in the world?
Give some examples of Nomads?

22.

Name any 3 important countries where Commercial Live Stock rearing is
practiced?

23.

What is mixed farming? Give 3 characteristics. (Study Map)

24.

Name a highly Specialized Commercial Agricultural. Where it is practiced?

25.

What is viticulture?

26.

What is truck farming?

27.

What is Kolkhoz?

28.

What are the two methods of mining? Explain with a diagram.

29.

Foot loose industries can be located in a wide Varity of places, why?

30.

What are the characteristics of Modern Large Scale Manufacturing Industries?

31.

Classify Industries based on inputs of Raw Materials? Give example of each.

32.

Name two sectors of cotton textile industry. How are they different?

33.

Why is sugar industry a seasonal industry

34.

Why Iron and steel industry is basic to the industrial development of any
country?

35.

What do you mean by globalization in industrial development?

36.

Name steel plants of India established in collaboration with foreign country?

37.

Why are petrochemical industries and IT industries considered as modern
industry?

38.

Why sugar industries are located within the cane producing areas?

39.

Identify and explain the factors for location of industries

40.

Discuss the various locational advantages of Iron and steel industries in
Jamshedpur?

41.

Identify any 3 features associated with “New – Ruhr’ Landscape

42.

What factors affect Transport System?

43.

How do you think use of Telecommunications has revolutionized the
Communication System?

44.

What is Medical Tourism? Do you think India has a bright future in Medical
Tourism? Why?

45.

Why Quinary Activities are becoming important in an economy?What is
Digital Divide?

46.

What are the strategic importance of Boarder Roads?

47.

Which highway connects South America, Central America, USA & Canada?

48.

What are the importance of Suez Canal?

49.

Write a short note on Drought prone Area program? How does the program
help in development of Dry land agriculture in India?

50.

Suggest measures for promotion of sustainability in Indira Gandhi Canal
Command Area?

51.

Give the characteristics of Trans Siberian Railway?

52.

What is WWW?

53.

Differentiate between Target Area and Target group Planning?

54.

Mention the different features of Hill Area development Program?

55.

What are the positive and negative influence of Indira Gandhi Canal
Command area development Program on the environment of the region?

56.

Why does International Trade Exists?

57.

What are the important aspects of International Trade?

58.

What is dumping in International Trade?

59.

What are the main functions of WTO?

60.

What are Entry port?

61.

What are Ferry Ports?

62.

Explain the Patterns of Rural Settlements in World?

63.

What are the problems of Urban Settlement?

64.

What is a Healthy City?

65.

How a city can be transformed into a conurbation?

66.

Who coined the term conurbation?

67.

Which is the first city to be marked as Million City?

68.

Highlight any 3 feature of National youth Policy ofGovtofIndia launched in
2003?

69.

Analysis the Rural Urban Composition of Population in India and its
significance?

70.

According to 2001 Census ,divide the working population of India?

71.

What differentiates between Main & Marginal working?

72.

What are the different streams of Migration in India?

73.

Migration leads to the redistribution of the population within a country
Explain the demographic consequence of Migration?

74.

(a) Give two reasons for low levels of Human Development in most of the
Northern State of India.

75.

Give two reasons for declining child – sex ratio in India.

76.

Which Union Territories of India has highest literacy mate?

77.

Identify the different types of Rural Settlement in India.

78.

On the basis of evolution in different periods, classify the different towns of
India.

79.

How level of urbanization is measured in India?

80.

Classify the towns of India on the basis of functions.

81.

What are Garrison of Cantonment towns? Give examples.

82.

How can you identify an Urban Agglomeration?

83.

Analyses how changes in an economy affect the land use.

84.

Define Common Property Resources.

85.

On the basis of main sources of moisture clarify the type of farming.

86.

Differentiates between dry land and wet land farming.

87.

What are the different constraints of Indian Agriculture?

88.

Why is the strategy of increasing cropping intensity important in a country like
India?

89.

What improvement has been notice in agricultural output and technology after
Green Revolution?

90.

Highlight the different problems of Indian Agricultural?

91.

What are the implications of overusing ground water resources in some of the
States of India? Also identify those states.

92.

Define watershed Management? Whatprograms has been undertaken by
Central and State Government Development and Management of Watershed?

93.

Highlight any 3 points of India National Water Policy 2002.

94.

Name the two Geological ages of Rock formation.

95.

Which mineral is called as a liquid gold and why?

96.

Name the areas in India where world’s richest monazite deposits are found

97.

Urban waste disposal is a serious problem in India why?

98.

What pollution will you suggest Air and water pollution in India.

99.

What are the main sources on noise pollution?

100.

What do you mean by Land degradation? Why does it happen?

101.

What problems has been created by increase in population of urban areas?

